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'The mountain connoisseur's walk'

THE CAMBRIAN WAY
Classic Wales mountain trek - south to north from Cardiff to
Conwy
by The Trustees of the Cambrian Way Trust, George Tod,
Richard Tyler
Wales. A land full of evocative landscapes, from striking peaks and lofty
ridges to picturesque lakes and rivers. Devised by the late Tony Drake and
launched in the early 1970s, the Cambrian Way offers a magnificent traverse
of Wales's mountainous heartland, stretching 479km from Cardiff in the
south to Conwy on the north coast. The challenging route crosses the Brecon
Beacons, the Cambrian Mountains and Snowdonia, passing through two
national parks and visiting many of the country's iconic summits, including
Pen y Fan, Pumlumon, Cadair Idris and Snowdon itself. It can be walked in
three weeks (or in shorter sections) and is suitable for experienced
hillwalkers with sound navigational skills.
This guide presents the route in 21 stages, offering comprehensive route
description illustrated with OS 1:50,000 mapping and elevation profiles.
Details of accommodation and facilities are provided, along with a helpful
trek planner showing their distribution along the route: although the trail
passes through remote areas, it is possible to stay under a roof every night though camping is also a possibility, should you prefer. There are background
notes on Wales's history and geology and local points of interest, and a
glossary of Welsh place-names, useful contacts and accommodation listings
can be found in the appendices.
From the Black Mountains and Carmarthen Vans to the Rhinogau, Glyderau
and Carneddau, the route offers superlative views as well as fascinating
glimpses into the country's ancient and more recent past, with Iron Age
hillforts, Norman castles, a Cistercian abbey, the Chartist Cave and relics
from the mining industry. This is 'the mountain connoisseurs' walk' – the
perfect route for lovers of mountains, Wales and great scenery.
What's inside?
• the full 479km route in 21 stages, plus one bad-weather alternative stage
• trek planner showing the distribution of facilities along the route
• accommodation listings and useful contacts
About the authors
Written in conjunction with the Cambrian Way Trust. In 2005, at the request
of Tony Drake who brought the Cambrian Way to fruition, George Tod set up
the Cambrian Way website and has continually updated and revised both this
and Tony Drake's original guidebook. Richard Tyler has enjoyed a lifetime of
walking in the Welsh mountains and further afield. He is chair of the
Cambrian Way Trust and footpath secretary for Ramblers Powys Area.
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